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There was a time when Scott Morgan was awed by the achievements of
humankind. Now, he eyes them with suspicion. Monument Builders is an
unusually paranoid and pessimistic work by a man who built a career on
viewing everything with wonder. Mountains, seas, rain, bridges,
submarines, the motion of subatomic particles—all fed into picturesque
ambient albums, some among the best ever made. There was an unease
to his earlier work, but it wasn’t dread so much as that classic feeling of
insignificance next to the world’s immensity. Here, there’s danger.

Monument Builders almost feels like a betrayal of Morgan’s values. The
song titles here suggest pollution, destruction and human hegemony:
“Drained Lake,” “Anthropocene,” “Red Tide,” the title track. The music
throbs with the signifiers of technology gone wrong: static, clicks and
cuts, throbbing sequencers. It’s not surprising that Monument Builders was inspired in part by Koyaanisqatsi, a 1982
art film that contrasted the purity of nature with the horror of human civilization—and whose composer, Philip Glass,
is a clear influence on Morgan’s work.

What drove Morgan to take such an ideological right turn? Monument Builders was written during a time in which
Morgan was forced to face mortality through the lens of life-and-death battles of close friends and family. Details are
scarce, though he did record a charity EP last year for a friend diagnosed with a rare bone disease. Perhaps the
specter of death has led him to see the world in a darker light. Perhaps the nature of humanity weighs more heavily
on his mind than usual. Or, it’s possible he is directing his existential fears outward, at the environment he knows
and loves.

Ambiguity aside, ambient music isn’t really the place to explore such fears (unless you’re the Caretaker), and
Monument Builders ultimately works on sheer listenability. More so than most of the Loscil oeuvre, which seems
informed by dub techno and classical music, Monument Builders is kin to the damaged aesthetic of Y2K-era
German ambient labels like Mille Plateaux and Raster-Noton. There’s a murkiness here that’s new to the Loscil
project, which favors untreated sounds against a backdrop of dub and drone. Something feels wrong here, most
obviously on the title track, whose loop starts and stops like a damaged William Basinski tape.

Morgan tends to fare well when he takes risks like this, and Monument Builders is his best album since 2010’s
Coast/Range/Arc, an album of deep, abstract drone that bore no resemblance to anything in his prior oeuvre. It
certainly fares better than Sea Island, the 2014 epic whose eccentricities and sprawling length couldn’t hide the fact
that it sounded like at least five other Loscil albums, or the pretty but slight Sketches from New Brighton from 2012.

Still, one can’t help but miss the awe and optimism that defines the best Loscil music. Albums like Plume or Endless
Falls can be used to drift into a sort of dreamland. You can’t really do this with Monument Builders, which feels like a
slap in the face from reality—a cold wind rather than a warm breeze. It’s also only 37 minutes, making it the shortest
Loscil full-length by a substantial margin. Monument Builders is easy enough to listen to. It’s just harder to fall in love
with.
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